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Nestled in over four hectares of tropical land, one of Zanzibar White Sand Luxury Villas & Spa’s 
most beautiful resource is without a doubt its gardens. Since the beginning of the project, it has 
been our priority to respect and embellish the natural landscape of this beautiful island through 
an architecture based on local shapes and textures, investing in renewable energy sources and by 
planting over 100.000 plants, including 100 palms trees and 10 baobabs which our gardeners care 
for meticulously. It is our pleasure and pride to introduce you in this book to several of the plant 
and tree varieties that you can find while strolling in our gardens.

The well kept secrets
of our garden





Cinnamon may flavor your morning coffee or pastries in the afternoon, but did you know every part of 
the Cinnamon tree can be used? It is also an excellent antibacterial and digestive spice.

Cinnamon

Cinnamomum verum



Papaya is considered an exotic fruit and we recommend you try this delicious local flavor when in 
Zanzibar, in a fruit salad with a zest of lime, or as a refreshing juice. It also traditionally accompanies 
many dishes in the Zanzibar culture, just cut up in small pieces. It is known to lower cholesterol and 
aid in weight loss. Papaya is extra juicy in Zanzibar and we encourage you to try this delicious fruit (or 
juice) for yourself.

Papaya

Carica Papaya



Coconut palm

Cocos Nucifera

A sandy white beach in Zanzibar would not be complete without its idyllic palm trees. Did you know 
that each piece of the coconut tree has a purpose, including the leaves, the husk, the shell, and the 
meat? Coconut trees are indeed a staple of Zanzibar and provides economic, agricultural and even 
building support for the whole community.  Coconut juice aids in hydration, cardiovascular health, 
weight loss and skin issues, it is also a deliciously refreshing drink.  



The baobab is a tropical fruit tree ranging in height from 5 to 25 m and can be found in low-lying areas 
across Africa. It is a very long-lived, fast-growing tree and has a lifespan of a couple of hundred years. 
One of the best known and special facts about this tree is that it can have a diameter of more than 10 
meters with a height of only 20 to 25 meters! Baobab fruits can be dried into powder, which is known 
to aid immune and heart health.

Baobab

Adansonia



Mango trees hold a special place in Zanzibar, with the legend of the line of mango trees in Bungi (a street 
you have followed to come from the airport to the resort!), who are thought to capture the aggressive 
spirit of Princess Bi Khole. At Zanzibar White Sand Luxury Villas & Spa, the mango trees hold no tragic 
backstory but are a beautiful – and delicious – addition to the compound. Eating mango boosts immuni-
ty, aids weight loss and promotes eye health – on top of being truly delicious exotic local fruits. 

Mango 
Mangifera indica



The “Delonix regia”, better know as “Christmas Tree” in Zanzibar owes its name to the spectacular col-
or of flame-red flowers blooming around Christmas time. Native to Madagascar, the flamboyant tree 
can be found in almost every tropical and sub-tropical country around the world. It is quite drought 
resistant and its umbrella-shaped canopy provides a lot of shade. It is also a fast grower reaching a 
height of between 6 and 12 meters.

Tanzanian Christmas tree

Delonix regia



Another staple in the Zanzibar cuisine scene, lime is often used instead of lemon or with rice and 
is one of the most important fruits on the island. Lime is often used in cosmetics as it is known to 
promote younger looking, clearer skin and it is also a great source of magnesium and potassium, it 
improves digestion and fights inflammation.

Lime tree 
Citrus aurantifolia



We do love orange juice for breakfast, we also love the sight of a beautiful orange tree on the property. 
You will recognize it unmistakably when the fruits grow and fill the atmosphere with a rich and sweet 
scent. An excellent source of vitamin C and immune system booster, the naturally locally grown orang-
es from our garden are as healthy as it gets.

Orange

Citrus sinensis



A favorite of our native Red Colobus monkeys, the Indian almond tree is not a native of the island yet it 
has well adapted to the conditions and is seen in many areas of the island nowadays. While the fruit of 
the Indian Almond is light and corky, the seeds within can be eaten when the fruit is ripe – they even 
taste like almonds.

Indian almond 
Terminalia catappa



Acacia trees are without a doubt the most iconic trees in Africa (besides baobabs, a close runner-up). 
A fascinating sight, they are also a household for many birds and mammals. The umbrella-dome shape 
of most African acacias is an evolutionary adaptation that enables the trees to capture the maximum 
amount of sunlight, with the smallest of leaves.

African acacia

Genus Acacia



In Tanzania, bananas are part of the staple diet and are eaten in nearly all households. It is believed 
that more than 20 varieties of bananas grow in Tanzania but not all are suitable for eating.  At Zanzibar 
White Sand Luxury Villas & Spa, the bananas are not only an ornament in our garden but also used in 
the kitchen for dishes and juices.

Banana 

Genus Musa



Have you seen a pineapple growing? It is always a suprising yet welcome sight. Pineapples in Zanzibar 
are very sweet and smooth, we highly recommend you to try them at breakfast or for a refreshing 
snack. Pineapple contain vitamin C and beta-carotene, which may come in handy for skin health when 
being exposed to the Zanzibari sun.

Pineapple

Ananas comosus



With its lemony scent and flavor, lemongrass is a wonderful friend to exotic dishes. It also makes for 
delicious natural lemongrass infusions, which you can order at the restaurant.  It is full of antioxidants, 
naturally great for skin and hair and is known for regulating blood pressure and digestion. 

Lemongrass

Cymbopogon



Agave grows naturally in Zanzibar, notable facts about this eye-catching plant are that it can go 
without water for weeks and  loves the sun – just as its cousin, the Aloe vera. These lovely plants have 
one downside: prickly-edged leaves so beware! It is known as a natural sweetener, a great alternative 
for a healthy diet.

Agave

Agave americana



Ideal to apply on the skin after sunburn and generally to soothe and moisturize the skin, the Zanzibar 
aloe develops little upright rosettes that elongate over time and travel horizontally, rooting as they go. 
It is a beautiful addition in our garden and very well adapted to the local conditions as this plant is a 
sun-lover who like to grow on alkaline or sandy soil.

Aloes

Aloe



A beloved spice, vanilla is known to be difficult to harvest in the wild because the flower that must 
be pollinated is open for only 24 hours and the window cannot be missed! Thankfully, locals have 
discovered how to “hand pollinate” the flower and can be cultivated in Zanzibar. Vanilla promotes hair 
health, weight loss and even aids in clearing acne, and is a wonderfully exotic addition to many of our 
dishes.

Vanilla

V. planifolia



Cloves

Syzygium aromaticum

The archipelago of Zanzibar in Tanzania, was once the world’s largest producer of cloves. While this 
is not the case anymore, the island of Zanzibar is known as Spice Island thanks to this production and 
the clove remains a symbol of the island and is represented in Zanzibar White Sand’s logo in its honor.



Also known as frangipani, plumerias are popular in landscaping because of the seemingly endless 
variety of the color, size, and fragrance of their blossoms. The plumeria’s intoxicating perfume is 
strongest at night, when its pollinators emerge. The name “frangipani” comes from a 16th-century 
marquis of the noble Frangipani family in Italy, who created a synthetic plumeria-like perfume.

Plumeria

Plumeria sp                



Ylang-Ylang

Cananga odorata

Though ylang-ylang is originally from Asia, you can find it in Zanzibar among our gardens, giving a 
recognizable strong scent. Its calming and antidepressant properties make it a favored ingredient in 
oils for massages and treatments.



Soursop

Annona muricata

Soursop, also known as guanabana, is a tropical fruit that you should not miss when visiting Zanzibar 
Islands. It is the fruit of a broadleaf, flowering, evergreen tree. It has a distinctive spiky green skin and 
creamy white flesh that is soft and juicy with a sweet, tangy, and slightly acidic flavor. Soursop is high 
in vitamin C, an antioxidant known to boost immune health and often served as a soup or juice in local 
cuisine.



Red Colobus Monkey

Procolobus Kirkii

One of the world’s rarest primates (population estimated less than 2000), the Zanzibar red colobus, otherwise called 
the Kirk’s red colobus, is historically endemic to Unguja Island in Zanzibar. It is found in a variety of habitats such as 
ground water forests, coral rag thickets, mangrove swamps and in secondary forests. They eat mostly leaves which 
makes them folivores and with our beautiful gardens, there’s plenty for them to eat! They are shy but you might see 
them roaming around particularly in the morning around the Spa area and in the trees around the Reception. They 
sometimes comes say Hi during breakfast time at the main restaurant. They are shy, so please don’t feed them and 
keep distance while you watch them.



The Zanzibar bushbaby, Matundu dwarf galago, Udzungwa bushbaby, or Zanzibar galago, is an elusive 
creature. It is very small (about 15 cm) with a long tail and prefers high canopy forest, although you 
might see and hear him around the resort at night. Like other species of galagos, its diet consists 
mainly of fruit, insects, and tree gums.

Zanzibar bushbaby

Paragalago zanzibaricus



African Golden Weaver

Ploceus subaureus

This charming small yellow bird builds beautiful hanging nests which earns him the name African 
Golden weaver. These lovely birds are polygynous colonial nesters, building at least 10-20, and some-
times as many as 50 ball-shaped nests per colony. Look around the property and you will find these 
nests on high palm trees or bushes. They are relatively popular in Zanzibar and love hanging around 
our gardens.



Scarlet-chested sunbird

Chalcomitra senegalensis

Renowned for its vibrant plumage, the male Scarlet-chested Sunbird boasts a scarlet chest that gleams 
under the sun, contrasting with its dark wings and tail. These small birds are a delight to behold as 
they flit gracefully among the tropical flowers and lush vegetation of our gardens, their iridescent 
feathers catching the light. With their long, curved bills, they expertly extract nectar from flowering 
plants, playing a vital role in pollination. The Scarlet-chested Sunbird is truly a treasured resident of 
Zanzibar’s rich biodiversity.



The Mueller Chameleon is an enchanting reptile species that can be found in our gardens and in tropical 
forests in Zanzibar. Its slender body is adorned with a combination of vibrant hues, including shades of 
green, yellow, and brown, allowing it to blend seamlessly into the lush foliage. With its independent and 
curious nature, the Chameleon can often be spotted slowly navigating through the treetops, using its long, 
prehensile tail for balance. This unique creature adds to the rich biodiversity of Zanzibar, captivating the 
imagination of those fortunate enough to witness its fascinating color-changing capabilities.

Chameleon

Chamaeleonidae
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